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Introduction

Mr. CLAIMANT contends that the Commission should find that the SSDI eligibility ban 

in Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f) discriminates against him and other SSDI recipients because of their 

disability status, in violation of federal law and federal unemployment guidance that prohibits 

discrimination against the disabled. 

Facts

Mr. CLAIMANT began receiving SSDI benefits in late 2018 or early 2019. Tr.9:13:17. 

His monthly SSDI benefit currently is $674, Tr.15:13-14, which he receives on the third day of 

the month, Tr.10:15-17.1 Mr. CLAIMANT receives SSDI benefits because of throat cancer. 

Tr.11:18-19. He has permanent drainage tubes in his ears to deal with the radiation treatment he 

is undergoing. Tr.11:22-25 to 12:1-8. And:

I have half a throat. I lost all of my teeth to the radiation. I've got a fibren 
(phonetic) steel plate in my jaw. I got no saliva glands, no tear ducts, I can barely 
swallow. I, I was on a liquid diet for a year-and-a-half. I had to learn how to re-
talk and all that good stuff.

Tr.12:11-16.

1 Mr. CLAIMANT testified that this SSDI monthly amount is reduced if his wage income is 
over $1200 a month. Tr.10:22-25 to 11:1-5. In actuality, the substantial gainful activity figure 
is $1310 ($2190 for blind workers). See https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/sga.html (last checked 
30 Nov. 2021). The physical limits in how much work Mr. CLAIMANT can do and the low 
wage work Mr. CLAIMANT is finding, see Department records regarding his benefit year 
earnings, means that it is extremely unlikely he will ever run up against that income limit. This 
SSDI earnings cap, for instance, is equivalent to a weekly benefit rate of $328 per week.
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Mr. CLAIMANT's monthly SSDI check goes to cover his monthly rent of $625 a month, 

Tr.12:17-23, and his monthly phone bill, Tr.12:24-25 to 13:1-3. "And after that I'm broke." 

Tr.13:2-3. Food stamps of $250 cover groceries for about two weeks out of the month. Tr.13:4-6. 

He has no other money to pay for necessities unless he works. Tr.13:8. Because of co-payments 

he cannot afford, he cannot afford some of his prescriptions. Tr13:9-15. Even with assistance, he 

is always behind on his electrical bills. Tr.13:16-23. He last bought clothes for himself in 2018 

before his cancer diagnosis. Tr.13:24-25 to 14:1. Haircuts are done for free by hair salon students 

at a local college, when Mr. CLAIMANT can schedule an appointment. Tr.14:2-5. 

Unemployment benefits are essential to Mr. CLAIMANT, as they would help cover these 

expenses. Tr.14:6-11.

Argument

A. Exhaustion of administrative remedies is required.

Mr. CLAIMANT is one of the named plaintiffs in a federal class action that seeks to 

overturn the SSDI eligibility ban because, in part, the ban discriminates against disabled workers. 

A motion for a preliminary injunction was filed to halt the SSDI eligibility ban for current and 

future unemployment claims (the class action was filed after the PUA benefits program under the 

CARES Act expired on 4 Sept. 2021). After a response from the Department of Justice, 

representing Secretary-designee Pechacek, the motion for a preliminary injunction was denied 

without a hearing. The brief in support of the motion, the responsive brief, and the court decision 

are attached.

Given the court's action, the requirement to exhaust administrative remedies remains in 

place. Under Wisconsin law, a party must exhaust administrative remedies before seeking 

judicial review "if the action challenged can be remedied in the administrative agency." State ex 

rel. First National Bank v. M&I Peoples Bank, 82 Wis.2d 529, 545, 263 N.W.2d 196. The 

purpose of this requirement is to allow the administrative agency to perform the functions the 

legislature has delegated to it and to employ its special expertise and fact-finding facility. Metz 

v. Veterinary Examining Bd., 2007 WI App 220 ¶13, 305 Wis.2d 788, 741 N.W.2d 244. 
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Preventing premature judicial intervention also allows the agency to correct its own error, thus 

promoting judicial efficiency. Id. In the event judicial review is necessary, the complete 

administrative process may provide a greater clarification of the issues. Id. Exhaustion is NOT 

required, however, where "the administrative body does not have the authority to provide the 

relief sought; the party who failed to exhaust would have no judicial review in circumstances that 

would be harsh or unfair; and the agency has already informed the party of its position on a 

question of law where the facts are not disputed." Id. at ¶15. Likewise, exhaustion will be 

excused where there is evidence that the administrative agency is inherently biased, unable or 

unwilling to hear a claim, or delaying review unnecessarily. Castelaz v. Milwaukee, 94 Wis.2d 

513, 535, 289 N.W.2d 259 (1980).  The exhaustion requirement arises from either common law 

or specific statutory mandate, and so applies even when not required by statute. Estate of 

Szleszinski v. LIRC, 2007 WI 106 ¶47, 304 Wis.2d 258, 736 N.W.2d 111.

Under federal law, "no one is entitled to judicial relief for a supposed or threatened injury 

until the prescribed administrative remedy has been exhausted." Myers v. Bethlehem 

Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41, 50-51, 58 S.Ct. 459, 463, 82 L.Ed. 638 (1938). The reasons for 

applying the doctrine are that (1) administrative agencies can discover and correct their own 

errors, (2) frequent and deliberate flaunting of administrative processes would weaken the 

effectiveness of the administrative agency by encouraging people to ignore its procedures, see 

generally McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193-95, 89 S.Ct. 1657, 1662-63, 23 L.Ed.2d 

194 (1979), and (3) judicial review will be hindered if litigants fail to allow the agency to 

compile a factual record, exercise its discretion, or apply its expertise. Continental Can Co. v. 

Marshall, 603 F.2d 590, 597 (7th Cir. 1979). Yet, administrative exhaustion must be applied in 

light of the purposes that it is designed to serve, McKart, 395 U.S. at 193, 89 S.Ct. at 1662, and 

with regard to the particular administrative scheme at issue, Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 

765, 95 S.Ct. 2457, 2466, 45 L.Ed.2d 522 (1975). Furthermore, exhaustion is NOT required 

where administrative review would be "a futile gesture" for some reason. Porter County Chapter 
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of Izaak Walton League of America, Inc. v. Costle, 571 F.2d 359, 363 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 

439 U.S. 834, 99 S.Ct. 115, 58 L.Ed.2d 130 (1978).

Here, Mr. CLAIMANT previously received PUA benefits for a 2020 pandemic-related 

job loss when the Department reversed course and found that the SSDI eligibility ban did not 

apply to PUA benefits. See n.7, below. But, Mr. CLAIMANT sought additional work to cover 

needed expenses, lost that job when laid off because of a lack of work that was not related to the 

pandemic, and applied for regular unemployment benefits. As such, the SSDI eligibility now 

prevents him from receiving those regular unemployment benefits to which he would be entitled 

but for him also receiving SSDI benefits because of his disability.

The brief filed in federal court in support of a preliminary injunction concerned the 

discriminatory nature of the SSDI eligibility ban on claims for regular unemployment benefits 

for which PUA benefits were not available.2 The response by the Department Secretary and the 

court order, on the other hand, made arguments and reached conclusions over the timeliness of 

how quickly unemployment benefits can be paid — issues that exist under the "when due" 

provision of the Social Security Act and constitutional due process requirements — as well as 

SSDI benefits being an offset against unemployment benefits and not based on disability — a 

transformation of the eligibility ban into an imaginary financial offset for subsistence programs 

like food stamps, in which the court grouped unemployment benefits. Defendant's Brief in 

Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for a Preliminary Injunction at 17 ("SSDI recipients have a 

steady source of income irrespective of their unemployment status"), and court order in Bemke 

v. Pechacek (25 Oct. 2021), slip op. at 4, citing P.F. v. Taylor, 914 F.3d at 472 (plaintiffs not 

denied unemployment benefits because of their disability but because they receive SSDI 

benefits, "a form of federal benefits as a safety net of sorts").3 The court's decision did not 

actually address the substance of the discrimination claim raised in the brief.

2 Eligibility for PUA benefits turns on being ineligible for regular unemployment benefits, a 
self-certification for a pandemic-related job loss, and being able and available for work. See, 
generally, UIPL No. 16-20 Change 6 (3 Sept. 2021) at 3.
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As noted below, the Commission has previously demonstrated a great deal of legal 

knowledge and expertise regarding whether the SSDI eligibility ban for unemployment claimants 

is discriminatory. Yet, there is no Commission decision that has squarely addressed that 

question. Accordingly, the Commission needs to decide this question or declare that any further 

administrative review is unnecessary because it would be futile. For Mr. CLAIMANT and the 

thousands of other SSDI recipients who are filing unemployment claims or have had those 

3 In California Human Resources Dept. v. Java, 402 U.S. 121, 91 S.Ct. 1347, 28 L.Ed.2d 666 
(1971), the Supreme Court held that the "when due" provision of the Social Security Act, 42 
USC § 503(a)(1), requires payments of unemployment benefits as quickly as reasonably 
possible. 

'when due' was intended to mean at the earliest stage of unemployment that such 
payments were administratively feasible after giving both the worker and the 
employer an opportunity to be heard. The purpose of the Act was to give prompt 
if only partial replacement of wages to the unemployed, to enable workers 'to tide 
themselves over, until they get back to their old work or find other employment, 
without having to resort to relief.' Unemployment benefits provide cash to a 
newly unemployed worker 'at a time when otherwise he would have nothing to 
spend,' serving to maintain the recipient at subsistence levels without the 
necessity of his turning to welfare or private charity. Further, providing for 
'security during the period following unemployment' was thought to be a means of 
assisting a worker to find substantially equivalent employment. 

Java, 402 U.S. at 131-132 (footnotes omitted, emphasis supplied); see also UIPL No. 1145 (12 
Nov. 1971) (describing investigation and notice requirements that satisfy the due process 
requirements set forth in Java). 

Offsets in subsistence programs are complicated. For instance, food stamp or SNAP benefits 
do NOT reduce Social Security benefits or SSDI benefits but are reduced when receiving SSI 
benefits. See https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/ssb/v67n4/67n4p71.html or 
https://www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/handbook/handbook.21/handbook-2108.html (last checked 1 
Dec. 2021). 

Subsistence offsets do NOT exist for unemployment benefits. Food stamps do NOT reduce 
unemployment benefits, for example. Only wages or benefits that replace wage income 
connected to benefit year employment or other unemployment benefits lead to an offset. See 
Wis. Stat. §§ 108.04(12)(b), (c), and (d) (claimants ineligible for unemployment benefits in the 
same week they receive other unemployment benefits from Wisconsin, the federal 
government, or other states, respectively), Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(e) (claimants who receive 
workers' compensation benefits for a temporary total disability or a permanent total disability 
for an entire week are ineligible for unemployment benefits in that week, as they are receiving 
workers' compensation in lieu of wages; partial workers compensation weekly payments for a 
temporary total disability, a temporary partial disability, or a permanent total disability are 
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claims for regular unemployment benefits already denied pursuant to the SSDI eligibility ban, a 

clear decision one way or the other is essential. Cf. Denberg v. U.S. R.R. Retirement Bd., 696 

F.2d 1193 (7th Cir. 1983) (holding that class action in district court is without proper jurisdiction 

in that court and for complainants to have failed to exhaust administrative remedies, leaving 

thousands of claimants without a remedy for an already recognized constitutional violation).

treated as wages for calculating unemployment benefit eligibility for that week), Wis. Stat. 
§ 108.05(5) (dismissal or termination pay treated as wages for determining partial eligibility 
for unemployment benefits), Wis. Stat. § 108.05(6) (certain back pay awards that are less than 
two years old against an employer from whom unemployment benefits were claimed by the 
employee are treated as wages for determining partial eligibility for unemployment benefits), 
and Wis. Stat. § 108.05(7) (pension payments from a base period employer and on which taxes 
are paid by the claimant — but not Social Security benefits themselves — lead to a wage 
offset/benefit reduction).

So, the treatment of SSDI benefits in Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f) as a complete eligibility ban is 
unique in Wisconsin unemployment law. There is no actual wage offset or treatment of SSDI 
benefits as wages here. Rather, this statutory provision is declaring that duplicate payment of 
benefits connected to lost earnings or income in general is being prevented. There is no 
reference or identification of wages actually being at issue. Cf. Wis. Stat. § 108.02(4m) 
(defining base period wages), Wis. Stat. § 108.02(6) (defining benefits as compensation for an 
employee's lost wages), Wis. Stat. § 108.02(20) (partial unemployment exists in a week in 
which some wages are paid but the claimant is still eligible for some unemployment benefits), 
Wis. Stat. § 108.02(21) (payroll includes all wages paid by an employer for a certain period 
and that the first $14,000 in wages paid to to an individual are taxable for unemployment 
purposes), Wis. Stat. § 108.02(26) (defining wages and excluding from wages under sub-
section (c) sickness or accident disability payments connected to workers' compensation 
coverage, sickness or accident disability payments by an employer 6 months or later after the 
employee last worked for the employer, and numerous other exclusions). Only one other state, 
North Carolina, has such an eligibility ban for SSDI recipients, and that ban is based on 
declaring SSDI recipients as not able and available for work. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 96-14.9(c) (an 
"individual is not able to work during any week that the individual is receiving or is applying 
for benefits under any other state or federal law based on the individual's temporary total or 
permanent total disability"). 

There is only one state, Minnesota, that currently applies an offset of SSDI benefits against 
unemployment benefits, and that offset is only 50% for benefit year employers the first year of 
SSDI eligibility and then is reduced to zero for all subsequent years. Minn. Stat. § 268.085, 
subd. 4a; see also "The original 2012 SSDI ban reemerges in Evers' 2021 budget proposal" (15 
April 2021) (available at https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2021/04/15/the-original-2012-
ssdi-ban-reemerges-in-evers-2021-budget-proposal/). As noted below, Minnesota previously 
had an eligibility ban that was found to be discriminatory against disabled workers.
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B. Prior Commission decisions are NOT binding on the Commission, and the 
Commission's prior decisions regarding the SSDI eligibility ban do not warrant 
stare decisis.

As the Commission explained in Milwaukee Kickers Soccer Club, Inc., UT Hearing No. 

S0600023MW (23 Oct. 2008) (brackets and punctuation as in the original text):

The commission's previous decisions on interpretation and application of 
provisions of the UI Act are not "binding" on it, and have never been treated as 
such. However, the commission has regularly looked to and considered its past 
interpretations as part of its process of deciding what outcome to arrive at in cases 
coming before it. This kind of consideration of past decisions is entirely 
appropriate. It is clearly contemplated by the courts' recognition of the importance 
of the commission "develop[ing] and apply[ing] consistent policies and 
standards", Brown v. LIRC, 2003 WI 42, ¶51, 267 Wis.2d 31, 671 N.W.2d 279. . . 
.  The commission does not believe that § 108.101 was intended to preclude it 
from looking to its own past decisions in order to attempt to achieve consistency 
in the application of those relevant legal standards.

In other words, the Commission practices stare decesis. Per stare decesis, a prior Commission 

decision remains good law when that decision is not plainly erroneous and societal views and 

economic reality regarding that issue have not undergone fundamental change. H. Campbell 

Black, "The Principle of Stare Decisis," 25 American Law Register (Dec. 1886) at 748-9 

(available at https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/3304831.pdf) (limitations to stare decesis exist 

when the prior decision was manifestly erroneous or when the prior decision does not allow for 

changing views, pursuits, and customs connected to an advancing civilization). 

In Monique McCurry, UI Hearing No. 20602969MW (24 July 2020), the issue of the 

SSDI eligibility ban discriminating against disabled claimants was raised in a letter brief to the 

Commission. In its decision, the Commission responded in toto:

The employee asserts that her disqualification of unemployment insurance 
benefits based on her receipt of social security disability income (SSDI) 
payments, under Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(), constitutes illegal discrimination based 
on her disability. This argument has been rejected by the commission in prior 
cases that have been affirmed on judicial review. See, Giampalo v. LIRC, Case 
No. 15CV201 (Wis. Cir. Ct. Juneau County, August 5, 2016); Rose M. Hanley v. 
LIRC, DWD, Case 17CV3322 (Wis. Cir. Ct. Milwaukee County, April 25, 2018).
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Neither the Giampalo nor the Hanley decision present any definitive or even token analysis of 

the discriminatory nature of the SSDI eligibility ban, and so provide no basis for stare decesis on 

this issue. 

Robert Giampalo, UI Hearing No.15001932MD (19 Nov. 2015), makes no reference at 

all to the issue of discrimination against the disabled being decided. The only reference is to four 

circuit court cases holding that the SSDI eligibility is indeed a categorical eligibility ban for 

receiving unemployment benefits. See n.4, below, for those circuit court cases. The Commission, 

then defending its interpretation of the SSDI eligibility ban as a financial offset for only one 

week in a month, should be well aware that a discrimination argument was NOT raised in the 

SSDI/unemployment litigation at that time.4 Furthermore, the vast majority of SSDI recipients 

were paid benefits in this early litigation pursuant to: (a) the Commission's decision in Gary 

Kluczynski, UI Hearing No. 14400214AP (30 May 2014) (based on the then statutory text, SSDI 

benefits prevented receipt of unemployment benefits during the one week in a month when SSDI 

benefits were paid); (b) the Department's attempt to force most of its appeals before one judge in 

Kenosha county, which led to those cases being dismissed for improper venue in DWD v. LIRC 

(Hogan), 2016 WI App 21;5 and (c) over-payments being waived because of Commission nee 

4 While Kluczynski had important observations about how a complete SSDI eligibility ban 
would discriminate against disabled workers, discussed below, the Commission based its 
holding (that the ban only applied to the one week SSDI benefits were paid) and its defense of 
that holding on a reading of unambiguous statutory text. The four circuit court cases are DWD 
v. LIRC (Bullock), Dane County Circuit Ct. Case No. 2014-CV-3249 (slip op., 27 May 2015),  
DWD v. LIRC (Morse), Washington County Circuit Ct. Case No. 2014-CV-752 (slip op., 7 
July 2015), DWD v. LIRC (Plotz), Marinette County Circuit Ct. Case No. 2014-CV-308 (oral 
decision, 23 July 2015), and DWD v. LIRC (Nelms), Milwaukee County Circuit Ct. Case No. 
2014-CV-10615 (slip op., 28 Sept. 2015). With those four decisions, the Commission reversed 
itself, withdrew appeals that it had filed, and no longer considered Kluczynski to be good law. 
The most reasoned of these cases, Bullock, held that the mere fact that, because the 
Department presented an alternative reading of the statute, the text had to be ambiguous, and 
so "legislative history" was needed to ascertain the purpose of the text. The fact that the 
Department did not know that SSDI benefits were paid on a monthly basis when the statute 
was drafted was irrelevant.

5 The Department subsequently amended unemployment law to overturn the outcome in Hogan. 
See "Changes to unemployment venue now and in the future" (1 Oct. 2015) (available at 
https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2015/10/01/changes-to-unemployment-venue-now-and-in-
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departmental error, see Kenton Morse, UI Hearing No. 14603569MW (10 Nov. 2015), which the 

Department then challenged and lost in DWD v. LIRC (Morse), 2017 WI App 68.6 The argument 

in these cases was whether the Commission's holding in Kluczynski concerning the SSDI 

eligibility ban as then written was legally correct or not. Accordingly, Giampalo does not even 

address the current SSDI eligibility ban that was enacted via Department proposal D15-01. See 

"The original 2012 SSDI ban reemerges in Evers’ 2021 budget proposal" (15 April 2021) 

(available at https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2021/04/15/the-original-2012-ssdi-ban-

reemerges-in-evers-2021-budget-proposal/) (describing the history of the SSDI eligibility ban in 

Wisconsin).

While Rose Hanley, UI Hearing No. 17600677MW (7 April 2017) did occur when the 

current SSDI eligibility ban was in place, it can hardly be considered to be based on a definitive 

presentation of the discrimination issue. As to the discrimination issue, Hanley states in toto:

The claimant states in her petition that she feels that she is being discriminated 
against because of her disability. The claimant argues that disabled individuals are 
encouraged to be active in the labor market and should be afforded the same 
benefits as other workers who suffer a job loss through no fault of their own.

However, the language of the statute, as it has been created by the legislature, 
requires the result reached. The commission is required to apply the statute as it is 
written and has no authority to deviate from its plain language. While such 
language results in a decision adverse to the claimant, this reflects the legislature's 
intent in cases such as these.

There is no discussion or analysis in Hanley of federal anti-discrimination requirements that 

apply to state unemployment law or of disabled claimants being a protected class. The only issue 

discussed by the Commission in Hanley is that the SSDI eligibility ban is having an unfair labor 

the-future/), "UI jurisdiction changes going forward" (15 Dec. 2015) (available at 
https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2015/12/15/ui-jurisdiction-changes-going-forward/), and 
"Update on UI legislation" (16 March 2016) (available at 
https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/update-on-ui-legislation/).

6 Without mentioning Morse, the Department is currently seeking to amend unemployment law 
to overturn the decision in Morse. See the discussion of D21-06 in "Department proposals, 
2021 edition, and going back to 2019" (22 March 2021) (available at 
https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2021/03/22/department-proposals-2021-edition-and-going-
back-to-2019/).
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market effect on disabled workers who are having their access to unemployment benefits 

eliminated — as compared to non-disabled workers — and that the legislature has approved of 

that unfair impact. As such, Hanley provides no basis whatsoever for concluding that a claim of 

discrimination against disabled claimants has been decided by the Commission and that such a 

decision constitutes persuasive precedent for all future disabled claimants.7

C. Federal guidance in unemployment matters is mandatory to states providing 
unemployment benefits, and relevant federal guidance holds, in part, that states 
cannot discriminate against claimants based on their disability. 

The Commission and Wisconsin courts have repeatedly explained that US Department of 

Labor program letters must be followed by the Department. See, e.g, Lisa Hollett v Douglas 

Shaffer, UI Hearing Nos. 13003690MW and 130003691MW (8 May 2014) at n.31, citing DWD 

v. LIRC (Johnson), 2006 WI App 241 ¶2, 297 Wis.2d 546, 725 N.W.2d 304 ("As agents of the 

federal government, states must follow the operating instructions and guidance provided in 

7 McCurry   itself does not present any precedent either, because the entire analysis presented by 
the Commission in McCurry to the discrimination issue is citation to Giampalo and Hanley. 
Furthermore, a major issue in McCurry was whether SSDI recipients would be eligible for 
PUA benefits, which the Department was then denying to SSDI recipients under various and 
conflicting explanations, an issue subsequently resolved when the Department requested a 
formal opinion from the US Department of Labor granting PUA eligibility for SSDI recipients 
because of the state SSDI eligibility ban. See "PUA benefits now available to SSDI recipients" 
(28 July 2020) (available at https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2020/07/28/pua-benefits-now-
available-to-ssdi-recipients/) (setting forth the formal opinion finding SSDI recipients eligible 
for PUA benefits in Wisconsin, the original June 9th letter requesting that opinion, and press 
coverage of this change in eligibility). Furthermore, in requesting that formal guidance, the 
Department explained in its June 9th letter:

Finally, I am concerned that the interpretation could be viewed as denying 
benefits based on disability using SSDI as a proxy or as having a disparate impact 
on individuals with disabilities because all SSDI recipients—by definition—have 
disabilities. Discrimination on the basis of disability violates the Department's 
obligations to comply with title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, and section 188 of WIOA and its 
implementing regulations found at 29 CFR part 38. The Department ardently 
protects against such discrimination and such an interpretation would run 
counter to that policy.

Caleb Frostman, "Letter to Sec. Scalia, U.S. Dep't of Labor" (9 June 2020) (emphasis 
supplied).
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UIPLs."); see also Lawrence Koelsch v. American Landscape, UI Hearing No. 06603947MW (2 

Nov. 2006) (Commission looks to program letters for guidance in how to understand new work 

issue in determining whether a quit for good cause under state unemployment law occurred), 

Kurtis Uffelmann, UI Hearing No. 98002791MD (16 Feb. 1999) (looking to program letters to 

consider kinds of income, including certain kinds of workers' compensation benefits arising from 

various kinds of disabilities, can and cannot be used as wages for calculating a benefit year).8

In October 2015, the US Department of Labor issued a program letter that addressed state 

responsibilities for ensuring access to unemployment benefits. As explained in UIPL No. 02-16 

(1 Oct. 2015), the "when due" requirement in § 303(a)(1) of the Social Security Act (in part, how 

the Department of Labor itself has jurisdiction over state unemployment programs) means that 

access to unemployment benefits cannot be based on or lead to discrimination against a protected 

class.

The nondiscrimination laws that apply to state UI agencies prohibit 
discrimination based on both disparate treatment — intentionally treating 
members of protected groups differently based on their protected status — 
and disparate impact — the use of policies or practices that are neutral on 
their face, but have a disproportionate impact on members of some 
protected groups.3 

3 If a policy appears to result in a disproportionate impact on a protected 
class, the policy or practice could be considered discriminatory, depending 
on whether the grant recipient can articulate a "substantial legitimate 
justification" for the challenged practice. To prove a "substantial 
legitimate justification," the recipient must show that the challenged 
policy was "necessary to meeting a goal that was legitimate, important, 
and integral to the [recipient's] institutional mission." Elston v. Talladega 
County Bd. Of Educ., 997 F.2d 1394, 1413 (11th Cir. 1993). If the 
recipient can make such a showing, the next question would be whether 
there are any effective alternative practices that would result in less 
disproportionality or whether the justification proffered by the recipient is 
actually a pretext for discrimination. See Department of Justice Title VI 
legal manual at http://www.justice.gov/crt/title-vi-legal-manua  l  . [now 
available at 
https://www.justice.gov/crt/case-document/file/925531/download]

8 A listing of all active program letters is updated annually at Training and Employment Notice 
No. 15-20 and is available at https://wdr.doleta.gov/directives/corr_doc.cfm?DOCN=4840 
(last updated 14 Jan. 2021) (last checked 24 Nov. 2021).
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UIPL No. 02-16 at 4.9 Discrimination based on disability (among other bases) in state 

unemployment programs is explicitly prohibited. 29 USC § 2938(a)(2) and 29 USC §§ 3248(a)

(1) and (2). State unemployment programs are explicitly identified as entities subject to these 

non-discrimination laws. 29 USC § 3151(b)(1)(B)(xi). Finally, federal regulations incorporated 

in this program letter explicitly state that denying a disabled person the benefits of a federal-

supported program or affording unequal or ineffective or separate participation in that program 

or otherwise limiting the participation of the disabled in that program constitutes discrimination 

against the disabled. See 29 CFR § 37.7(a) and 29 CFR § 38.12(a). 

Just prior to the pandemic, the Commission looked to these regulations and federal laws 

in holding that the Department was required to include Babel notices with its initial 

determinations. Mohamoud M. Hussein v. Jennie-o Turkey Store Inc., UI Hearing No. 

19200491EC (1 August 2019) and Gilberto Salinas, UI Hearing No. 19001182EC (1 August 

9 The statutory explanation for this ban is "to prevent the payment of duplicative government 
benefits for the replacement of lost earnings or income." Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f)(1m). The 
actual impact of this prohibition, however, does NOT meet a legitimate, important, and 
integral goal of the unemployment system. 

Under this eligibility ban, employers still pay unemployment taxes on the wages paid their 
disabled employees. And, the unemployment trust fund accrues additional monies because 
these disabled employees are ineligible for the unemployment benefits due them for their 
work. As such, the trust fund is being rebuilt off of the labor of the disabled, in direct 
contradiction of the concerns and objectives of unemployment law, as stated in Wis. Stat. 
§ 108.01(1):

The burdens resulting from irregular employment and reduced annual 
earnings fall directly on the unemployed worker and his or her family. The 
decreased and irregular purchasing power of wage earners in turn vitally 
affects the livelihood of farmers, merchants and manufacturers, results in a 
decreased demand for their products, and thus tends partially to paralyze 
the economic life of the entire state. In good times and in bad times 
unemployment is a heavy social cost, directly affecting many thousands of 
wage earners. Each employing unit in Wisconsin should pay at least a part 
of this social cost, connected with its own irregular operations, by 
financing benefits for its own unemployed workers. Each employer's 
contribution rate should vary in accordance with its own unemployment 
costs, as shown by experience under this chapter. 
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2019); see also Saima Sarosh v. S & Z Oil Mart Inc., UI Hearing No. 20017805MD (26 March 

2021) (reminding Department and administrative law judges of previous decisions that found 

that a Babel notice was required). In Hussein and Salinas, the Commission over-ruled prior 

decisions which held that it was an individual's responsibility who cannot read English to find 

someone who can explain a Department document to that individual was no longer tenable in 

light of the 2014 requirements set forth in the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 

(WIOA) for state agencies to provide assistance to individuals with limited English proficiency. 

In the regulations for the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, disability is 

extensively defined, 29 CFR §§ 38.4(q) and (ff), and a prohibited basis of discrimination, 29 

CFR § 38.12. Denying, limiting, restricting, segregating, treating or otherwise limiting disabled 

individuals from full and equal participation in the services being provided, 29 CFR § 38.12(a), 

or aiding or perpetuating a state agency in discriminating against disabled individuals, 29 CFR 

§ 38.12(b), denying access to a state service or benefit because of other, permissibly separate or 

different programs or activities, 29 CFR § 38.12(c), using standards, procedures, criteria, or 

administrative methods to deny, defeat, or impair coverage and to discriminate against disabled 

individuals, 29 CFR § 38.12(e), or by imposing eligibility criteria that screens out individuals 

with disability from full and equal participation in the service or benefit being provided, 29 CFR 

§ 38.12(i), is prohibited.  As to what state laws can allow:

Effect of State or local law or other requirements. The obligation to comply 
with the nondiscrimination and equal opportunity provisions of WIOA or this part 
are not excused or reduced by any State or local law or other requirement that, on 
a prohibited basis, prohibits or limits an individual's eligibility to receive any aid, 
benefit, service, or training; to participate in any WIOA Title I-financially assisted 
program or activity; to be employed by any recipient; or to practice any 
occupation or profession. 

29 CFR § 38.24(a). 
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D. The SSDI eligibility ban discriminates against claimants based on disability 
when they need unemployment benefits for job losses that are not connected 
and not relevant to their prior work on which their SSDI eligibility is based.

Per P.F. v. Taylor, 914 F.3d 467, 469 and 471 (7th Cir. 2019), quoting Anderson v. Univ. 

of Wis., 841 F.2d 737, 740 (7th Cir. 1988), "federal law 'forbids discrimination based on 

stereotypes about a handicap, but it does not forbid decisions based on the actual attributes of the 

handicap.'" Differential, individualized treatment of disabled individuals based on actual needs 

and the government services at issue is allowed, but categorical denial based on stereotypes is 

not. Id. 

The original SSDI eligibility ban set forth in proposal D12-05 is based entirely on a 

stereotype of SSDI recipients being unable to do any work whatsoever without also committing 

fraud. 

To understand why such "double-dipping" may constitute fraud, please note the 
following general requirements for each program:

• To receive unemployment insurance benefit payments, claimants must 
state that they are able to work.

• To receive disability insurance benefit payments, claimants must state 
that they are unable to work.

Under certain circumstances, it is possible that some individuals may be eligible 
for concurrent cash benefit payments due to differences in DI and UI eligibility 
requirements. Differences in program rules and definitions allow individuals in 
certain circumstances to receive overlapping DI and UI benefits without violating 
eligibility requirements. The Social Security Administration’s definition of a 
disability involves work that does not rise to the level of substantial gainful 
activity. In contrast, a state’s determination of "able and available for work" 
criteria for UI benefits may include performing work that does not rise to the level 
of substantial gainful activity. As a result, some individuals may have a disability 
under federal law but still be able and available for work under state law, thus 
eligible to receive DI and UI.

Yet, many of individuals currently receiving both unemployment insurance 
benefit payments and disability insurance payments do not fall within that narrow 
category and are therefore committing acts of fraud. In general, legitimate 
beneficiaries of these social safety net programs can draw funds from one 
program, or the other, but not both at the same time.

D12-05 (16 Oct. 2012) at 2-3 (emphasis supplied); but cf. Frank Cristaudo, Chief ALJ Social 

Security Administration, "Receipt of Unemployment Insurance Benefits by Claimant Applying 
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for Disability Benefits — REMINDER" (August 9, 2010) at 1 ("a person can qualify for Social 

Security disability benefits even though he or she remains capable of performing some work"). 

In Kluczynski, the Commission itself explained at length how SSDI benefits and 

unemployment benefits are perfectly compatible with each other (emphasis supplied).

The first problem with the department's asserted statutory purpose is that the 
statute contains no statement suggesting that ongoing SSDI recipients who 
received UI benefits presented a problem that called for the creation of automatic 
ongoing ineligibility. Certainly for most, if not all, UI claimants who receive 
SSDI, a question will arise on a case-by-case basis concerning their ability to 
work and their availability for work. The two provisions, Wis. Stat. §§ 108.04(2)
(h) and 108.04(12)(f)2., dealing with reporting ongoing receipt of SSDI involve 
the department's collection of information regarding SSDI, but nothing in the 
wording or context of these new statutory provisions suggests that the prevailing 
standards for adjudicating ability and availability were inadequate and needed to 
be replaced by an ongoing automatic ineligibility.[10]

Second, the department's argument ignores the fact that SSDI recipients may still 
work under certain circumstances. The Social Security Administration (SSA) 
awards benefits to individuals who are severely impaired due to a serious and 
long-term medical condition and are unable to perform substantial gainful work as 
specially defined in the Social Security Act. The act contains the following 
language:

An individual shall be determined to be under a disability only if his 
physical or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity that he 
is not only unable to do his previous work but cannot, considering his age, 
education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of substantial 
gainful work which exists in the national economy, regardless of whether 
such work exists in the immediate area in which he lives, or whether a 
specific job vacancy exists for him, or whether he would be hired if he 
applied for work. For purposes of the preceding sentence (with respect to 
any individual), "work which exists in the national economy" means work 
which exists in significant numbers either in the region where such 
individual lives or in several regions of the country.

42 USC § 423(d)(2)A. An individual may qualify for SSDI because work within 
his or her ability does not exist "in significant numbers" in the national economy, 
even though there may be work the individual can do "in the immediate area in 
which he lives," there may be "a specific job vacancy for him," or "he would be 
hired if he applied for work." In other words, an individual can look for work, and 

10 The Commission observes in Kluczynski at n.2 that it has previously found SSDI recipients to 
be able and available for work per Wisconsin's able and available requirements in Wis. Admin. 
Code §§ DWD 128.01(2)-(4).
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be able to do work, without it affecting his or her eligibility for SSDI. In fact, the 
SSA allows SSDI recipients to perform work for a trial period. 42 U.S.C. 
§ 422(c); 20 C.F.R. § 404.1592. Also, the SSA encourages SSDI recipients to 
maintain connection to the labor market by offering vocational rehabilitation 
services through its Ticket to Work program. 42 U.S.C. § 1320b-19; 20 C.F.R. 
Part 411.

Indeed the department, through its own rules, encourages disabled people to 
remain connected to the labor market by holding out the possibility that they 
could receive UI benefits. Department rules on ability to work and availability 
for work clearly contemplate that a disabled individual may nevertheless be 
considered able and available for purposes of UI eligibility. Wisconsin 
Administrative Code § DWD 128.01(3) provides that a claimant with a physical 
or psychological restriction can maintain an attachment to the labor market if he 
or she can engage in "some" substantial gainful employment (not necessarily in 
"significant numbers"), and shall not be considered unavailable for work solely 
because of an inability to work "provided the individual is available for suitable 
work for the number of hours the individual is able to work." Wis. Admin. Code 
§ DWD 128.01(4). To some extent, the department's double-dipping argument is 
at cross purposes with its own current administrative rules regarding ability to 
work and availability for work.

Finally, the department's double-dipping argument lacks mathematical validity. 
There is no relationship between the calculation of SSDI benefits and UI benefits, 
much less a one-to-one correspondence. SSDI is based on earnings over a career, 
and is funded in part by employee contributions; UI is based on earnings within a 
year-long base period, and is funded by employer contributions within the base 
period. The two programs have completely different schedules of benefits. An 
individual could be entitled to a very low monthly SSDI payment due to low 
career earnings, such as $100 per month, which could be far less than what the 
individual would receive in unemployment benefits. Nevertheless, the department 
proposes that the statute in question be interpreted as barring that individual from 
any unemployment eligibility on the belief that the claimant would be collecting 
"double" benefits. There is no assurance whatsoever that an individual would be 
spared the economic hazards of unemployment, and therefore would be outside 
the set of individuals intended to be helped by the unemployment insurance law, 
simply by virtue of his or her receipt of SSDI.

The Department responded with proposal D15-01 (19 March 2015), the current SSDI 

eligibility ban. The rationale for expanding the eligibility ban continued to be based on the 

presumption that disabled individuals do not work at all. 

Claimants were previously allowed to simultaneously collect Social Security 
Disability Insurance (SSDI) and UI benefits. This practice allows the claimant to 
collect benefits from two benefit programs designed to supplement lost earnings 
due to the claimant's inability to work. During the last agreed upon bill cycle, the 
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Unemployment Insurance Advisory Council (Council) unanimously supported a 
Department proposal to address this issue.

2013 Wisconsin Act 36 created Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f)1. which provides 
"[a]ny individual who actually receives social security disability insurance 
benefits under 42 USC ch. 7 subch. II in a given week is ineligible for benefits 
paid or payable in that same week under this chapter." This statute was intended 
to provide that claimants who received SSDI during the month would not be 
eligible for UI benefits during that month.

The Labor and Industry Review Commission (LIRC) has issued a number of 
decisions that interpret the language of Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f)1. to mean that a 
claimant is only ineligible for UI benefits during the week SSDI payment is 
received  by the claimant. SSDI benefits are paid on a monthly basis, unlike UI 
benefits which are paid on a weekly basis.

The statutory interpretation applied by LIRC was not the intent of the Legislature, 
Department, or Council. At the February 20, 2014 UIAC meeting, the Council 
unanimously approved 4 resolution confirming the intent of this proposal. The 
resolution included a statement that "SSDI benefits are paid on a monthly basis. It 
was intended that claimants are not only ineligible in the week in which the SSDI 
check is delivered to the SSDI benefit recipient. It was intended that a SSDI 
payment would disqualify a claimant from unemployment insurance benefits in 
all weeks of the month." 

The attached Legislative Reference Bureau draft amends the statutory language to 
reverse the statutory interpretation in the decisions issued by LIRC.

D15-01 at 1 (emphasis supplied).

In a memorandum to the Unemployment Insurance Advisory Council dated 9 April 2015, 

the Commission itself raised numerous "red flags" to the now current SSDI eligibility ban set 

forth in D15-01. The legal analysis of the Commission, then consisting of Laurie McCallum 

(chair), David Falstad, and C. William Jordahl, deserves quotation in full.

In general, the proposed language does appear to categorically deny UI claimants 
who are SSDI recipients from being eligible for UI for any week in any month the 
claimant receives SSDI benefits, except for the situations involving partial 
benefits in a month covered in § 108.04(12)(f)1.(a)-(c).4 The provisions for the 
exceptions for partial benefits in a month help to illustrate the prudence of the 
commission’s interpretation, and now show a better understanding by DWD of 
the SSDI program.
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The proposal presents due process, equal protection, and discrimination 
concerns.

The absolute ban on receiving any UI benefits by an otherwise qualified claimant 
does raise red flags of potential due process, equal protection, and discrimination 
concerns. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. § 794) 
prohibits disability discrimination by any program receiving federal financial 
assistance, and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act ADA) of 1990 (42 
U.S.C. § 12101) prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by public 
entities. The ADA protects qualified individuals with disabilities from 
discrimination on the basis of disability in services, programs, and activities 
provided by state and local governments. These provisions are enforced by the 
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), and they may allow for private causes of action 
for redress. States are not immune under the eleventh amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution from an action in federal or state court for violations of these laws. 
We note the red flag that the proposed language may subject the State of 
Wisconsin to actions by otherwise qualified individuals claiming disability 
discrimination under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or Title II of 
the ADA.5

The proposal for an absolute ban on receiving UI benefits if a claimant receives 
SSDI benefits is different than the federal proposal that recently circulated that 
provides for a dollar-for-dollar benefit reduction of UI benefits for each dollar of 
SSDI benefits received for a week.6 The federal proposal asserts that it eliminates 
duplicate payments covering the same period a beneficiary is out of work, while 
still providing a base level of support. Wisconsin previously had a dollar-for-
dollar offset for receipt of Social Security benefits as a “pension payment” under 
Wis. Stat. § 108.05(7)(a); that offset was eliminated in 2001 Wis. Act 35. Such a 
dollar-for-dollar pension offset, up to 100% of the benefit entitlement, is allowed 
for federal conformity purposes under § 3304(a)(15) FUTA,7 and may not raise 
the same type of discrimination concerns for violations of the Rehabilitation Act 
or the ADA.

The proposed language conflicts with the stated legislative intent.

There is also a red flag in an apparent conflict in the language as drafted and the 
stated legislative intent. Section 108.04(12)()3. in the proposed draft language 
states that the legislature intends to prevent the payment of duplicative 
government benefits for the replacement of lost earnings or income. The 
statement of legislative intent is inconsistent with and potentially in conflict with 
the proposed statutory language to provide for an absolute bar of UI benefits upon 
receipt of SSDI benefits. The absolute ban on receipt of SSDI benefits does not 
allow for replacement of lost earnings or income as stated in the statement of 
legislative intent. This is a red flag because courts may have difficulty 
interpreting the law as drafted to be consistent with the stated legislative intent.

The legislative intent statement regarding prevention of duplicate payments 
suggests an intent more along the lines of the federal proposal for dollar-for- 
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dollar offsets to prevent duplicate payments, rather than the total denial of 
benefits in the DWD proposal. As the commission noted in the Kluczynski case, 
"SSDI is based on earnings over a career, and is funded in part by employee 
contributions; UI is based on earnings within a year-long base period, and is 
funded by employer contributions within the base period. The two programs have 
completely different schedules of benefits. An individual could be entitled to a 
very low monthly SSDI payment due to low career earnings, such as $100 per 
month, which could be far less than what the individual would receive in 
unemployment benefits. Nevertheless, the department proposes that the statute in 
question be interpreted as barring that individual from any unemployment 
eligibility on the belief that the claimant would be collecting 'double' benefits. 
There is no assurance whatsoever that an individual would be spared the 
economic hazards of unemployment, and therefore would be outside the set of 
individuals intended to be helped by the unemployment insurance law, simply by 
virtue of his or her receipt of SSDI."
_________________

4 The amended § 108.04(12)(f)1. operates by looking at what month a week is 
"in" and may need clarification. Can a "week" (as already defined in § 108.02(27) 
as being a calendar week) be said to be "in" a month when only some of the days 
of that week are "in" that month? This is not necessarily clear in the language. If 
this is why DWD included the word “entire” in the proposed language, it may be 
more clearly stated: "...Except as provided in subd. a. to c., an individual is 
eligible for benefits under this chapter for each week in or partly in the calendar 
month in which a social security disability insurance payment is issued to the 
individual..."

5 For instance, the statement "regardless of an individual’s ability to work" in 
proposed § 108.04(12)(f)2. suggests that otherwise qualified claimants who are 
able to work like any other qualified claimant, may be denied all benefits solely 
due to their disability.

6 The current DWD proposal for a complete ban on UI benefits if someone is 
receiving SSDI benefits is also inconsistent with how the DWD deals with 
duplicate SSDI benefit payments in other programs, such as worker's 
compensation benefits, which are offset by SSDI benefits with a "reverse offset." 
See Wis. Stat. § 102.44(5). We note a red flag that this may cause confusion for 
some parties and lead to unnecessary appeals.

7 Although this offset is allowed under FUTA, according to the 2014 Comparison 
of State Unemployment Insurance Laws, only two states offset benefits under the 
Social Security program, and they do so by 50%.

"DWD PROPOSAL D15-01 — LEGAL RED FLAGS, Social Security Disability Insurance 

(SSDI) and UI Benefits" (9 April 2015) at 2-4 (all-caps omitted but other emphasis in original, 

footnotes included). See also "SSDI benefits and unemployment" (22 April 2015) (available at 
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https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/ssdi-benefits-and-unemployment/). The 

Commission prepared this red flags memorandum on the SSDI eligibility ban before UIPL No. 

02-16 was issued on 1 October 2015. 

So, the Commission has again and again pointed to obvious flaws and incompatibilities in 

the Department's presumption that disabled people do not work at all and so cannot receive both 

SSDI benefits and unemployment benefits. The Commission's reasoned points, however, could 

not be heard above the din of the Department's assertions that disabled people who get SSDI 

benefits no longer work at all.

When the Department first proposed its SSDI eligibility ban in D12-05, the Department 

explained that its proposal was modeled after what Minnesota had implemented.

Mr. Sussman explained that the proposal was developed after review of the laws 
of a few different states and that his review of a number of states found that some 
states simply have a complete ban on the simultaneous collection of SSDI and 
unemployment insurance.

Minutes of the Unemployment Advisory Council Meeting (17 Jan. 2013) at 5.11 As then 

proposed, SSDI benefits would be offset against unemployment benefits unless a claimant could 

present medical evidence of being able to work. Id. After Council members objected to an offset 

that would begin when individuals first applied for SSDI benefits, the Department re-fashioned 

the proposed statutory text into an eligibility ban. See "Advisory Council Meeting — 2/21/13" 

(21 Feb. 2013) (available at https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/advisory-council-

meeting-22113/), "Advisory Council Meeting — 1 April 2013" (1 April 2013) (available at 

https://wisconsinui.wordpress.com/2013/04/01/advisory-council-meeting-1-april-2013/), 

Department memorandum, "2012-2013 Department Proposals, UIAC Modifications, Legislature 

Items and the Estimated UI Trust Fund Impact," (18 April 2013) at 3 (available at http://dwd-

uireform.vforberger.fastmail.fm/DWD-ProposalsMap.pdf), and section 66 of 2013 SB200 

(available at https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2013/related/proposals/sb200.pdf) (enacted as 2013 

11 While Minnesota is not referenced in the minutes, counsel for Mr. CLAIMANT who attended 
this meeting recalls Minnesota being the only state identified as having an SSDI eligibility 
offset/ban on which proposal D12-05 was modeled. 
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Wis. Act 36 after a partial veto of provisions unrelated to the SSDI eligibility ban). Undisclosed 

to Council members was that Minnesota originally contained a complete SSDI eligibility ban 

that had already been found to discriminate against the disabled. 

In Huston v. Comm’r of Empl. & Econ. Dev., 672 N.W.2d 606 (Minn. Ct. App. 2003), 

the court was confronted with the question of whether an SSDI eligibility ban in Minnesota 

unemployment law violated Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Minn. Stat. § 

268.085, subd. 4(b) and (c) (2002) provided:

(b) There shall be deducted from an applicant's weekly unemployment benefit 
amount 50 percent of the weekly equivalent of the primary social security old age 
or disability benefit the applicant has received, has filed for, or intends to file for, 
with respect to that week.

(c) Regardless of paragraph (b), an applicant shall be ineligible for unemployment 
benefits for any week with respect to which the applicant is receiving, has 
received, or has filed for primary social security disability benefits. This 
paragraph shall not apply if the Social Security Administration approved the 
collecting of primary social security disability benefits each month the applicant 
was employed during the base period.

As such, in 2002 Minnesota had a 50% deduction for any kind of Social Security benefit AND 

an eligibility ban for any week when there was an application, a filing, or payment for SSDI 

benefits, unless the Social Security Administration provided formal approval for the SSDI 

benefits that month. Effectively, Minnesota banned unemployment benefits to those applying for 

SSDI benefits but subsequently allowed benefits (at a 50% reduction) once SSDI benefits began 

being paid. Huston, 672 N.W.2d at 609; but cf. id. at 611 (sub-division 4 is difficult to work 

through and contains unknown complexities). Federal law, however, prohibits state governments 

from denying qualified individuals with a disability the benefits and programs offered by the 

state. 42 U.S.C. § 12132 (under the ADA, "no qualified individual with a disability shall, by 

reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the 

services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such 

entity");12 see also 29 U.S.C. § 794(a) (under the Rehabilitation Act, no disabled individuals 

12 Because SSDI benefits are only available to disabled individuals, see Kluczynski and the 
Commission's "red flags" memorandum, a disqualification based on SSDI eligibility is a denial 
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"shall, solely by reason of her or his disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied 

the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal 

financial assistance").13 Because Minn. Stat. § 268.085, subd. 4(c) created "an irrebuttable 

presumption that individuals who file for or receive SSDI benefits are unable to work" and that 

these individuals had no "opportunity to rebut that presumption, the Minnesota law effectively 

discriminate[d] against disabled individuals who file for or receive SSDI benefits but are also 

able to work." Id. at 610. 

The court in Huston found that the Minnesota SSDI eligibility ban discriminated against 

disabled individuals because it presumed that they could not work at all, just like the Wisconsin 

SSDI eligibility presumes that SSDI recipients no longer work because of their disability. D12-

05, D15-01, Wis. Stat. § 108.04(f)(12)1m. As the Commission itself has noted repeatedly, this 

stereotype of SSDI recipients as no longer working is fatuous. 

In Kluczynski, the Commission explained that able and available unemployment 

requirements differ markedly from how a disabled person qualifies for SSDI benefits, how an 

individualized assessment of a claimant's able and available status can adequately determine 

whether an SSDI recipient satisfies these unemployment requirements, how SSDI recipients 

continue to work in some capacity in ways that have nothing to do with why they first became 

eligible for SSDI benefits, that SSDI benefits — based on career earnings prior to becoming 

disabled — are completely different and not comparable at all to unemployment benefits based 

on earnings during a year-long base period prior to filing an initial claim, and that SSDI benefits 

do nothing to spare these individuals from the hazards of unemployment. 

In its "red flags" memorandum, the Commission noted that a total eligibility ban for 

SSDI recipients could constitute disability discrimination in violation of the ADA and the 

based on a disability. 

13 While unemployment benefits are funded by state unemployment taxes that employers pay, 
administration of the unemployment claim-filing system is funded by a federal unemployment 
tax that employers pay and then apportioned to states according to a formula for those 
administrative expenses. See, e.g., UIPL No. 25-21 (2 Sept. 2021) (state workforce agency 
budgetary planning for fiscal year 2022).
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Rehabilitation Act because the eligibility ban is treating disabled individuals differently from 

non-disabled individuals (a problem that did not exist when Wisconsin previously offset all 

Social Security benefits as wages paid to claimants as a pension payment),14 that the SSDI 

eligibility ban does not actually allow for a replacement of lost earnings via unemployment 

benefits since SSDI benefits and unemployment benefits are not comparable sources of income 

or benefits (unemployment benefits are paid in lieu of wages when work is lost, while SSDI 

benefits are paid as an earned benefit based on an employee's lifetime of earnings prior to no 

longer being able to participate in substantial gainful activity), and that this eligibility ban was at 

odds with how, for workers' compensation purposes in Wis. Stat. § 102.44(5), SSDI benefits led 

to a reduction to no less than 80% of an employee's average current earnings should combined 

SSDI benefits and workers' compensation benefits be more than 80% of an employee's average 

current earnings.

Here, Mr. CLAIMANT is being denied unemployment benefits for a current job loss that 

has no connection to his disability. His SSDI eligibility began in 2018, when he was diagnosed 

with throat cancer. He has lost half his throat, all of his teeth, lost his tear ducts and his saliva 

glands, has had to relearn how to speak, and has had permanent tubes inserted into his ears to 

drain fluid created by radiation treatments. But, he still wants to live, which means he has bills to 

pay that are not covered by his meager SSDI monthly benefit. So, he works what jobs he can. 

Because he is categorically denied unemployment benefits, however, he must take any job 

available to him whenever a job is lost. Unlike a non-disabled person, he is categorically denied 

unemployment benefits. Because his disability and prior work history means he became eligible 

for SSDI benefits three years ago, he is now precluded from receiving unemployment benefits 

under the presumption that he is no longer capable of working in 2021 and that, if he is working, 

he is committing fraud of some kind. Mr. CLAIMANT is being treated differently from non-

disabled claimants who file claims for unemployment benefits, because three years ago his 

14 See also n.7 (Department letter requesting PUA eligibility for SSDI recipients because denying 
them unemployment benefits could be viewed as discrimination based on disability).
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disability meant he became eligible for SSDI benefits. There is no individualized assessment of 

Mr. CLAIMANT's ability to work or his availability for work for purposes of unemployment 

law. "[R]egardless of an individual's ability to work," Wis. Stat. § 108.04(12)(f)1m, Mr. 

CLAIMANT is deemed ineligible for unemployment benefits because he receives SSDI benefits. 

Cf. P.F. v. Taylor, 914 F.3d at 471 (federal law prohibits denial of government services to 

disabled individuals based on stereotypes). As the court found in Huston, an irrefutable 

stereotype that presumes all disabled individuals are no longer capable of working (and that, if 

working, are committing fraud) and then categorically denies unemployment benefits to disabled 

individuals based on that presumption, is therefore a stereotype that illegally discriminates 

against claimants like Mr. CLAIMANT based on their disability.

Perhaps, in 2021 the Commission's reasoned explanations about how SSDI benefits and 

unemployment benefits are not opposed to each other and not a marker of fraud might get a 

receptive audience finally at the Department. I encourage the Commission to acknowledge 

reality and to meet is obligations under federal law and unemployment guidance to state the 

obvious: that the SSDI eligibility ban — based on a categorical presumption that all SSDI 

recipients do not work at all because of their disability — discriminates against the disabled.
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Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, Mr. CLAIMANT submits that the SSDI eligibility ban 

discriminates against him and other SSDI recipients because of their disability and so violates 

federal anti-discrimination law to which Wisconsin unemployment law is subject. Accordingly, 

the SSDI eligibility ban should be struck as unenforceable for SSDI recipients like Mr. 

CLAIMANT who are seeking regular unemployment benefits.

Should the Commission decline to assess the substantive discrimination claims being 

raised, Mr. CLAIMANT asks that the Commission at a minimum declare that any further appeals 

challenging the SSDI eligibility ban would be futile, thus saving claimants, the Department, and 

the Commission with unnecessary appeals that would serve no legal purpose.

Respectfully submitted 
on behalf of B. CLAIMANT,

Victor Forberger, Esq.

                                                        
Victor Forberger
WI State Bar No. 1070634
2509 Van Hise Avenue
Madison WI 53705
Telephone: 608-352-0138
E-mail: vforberger@fastmail.fm

Dated: 7 December   2021  
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